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ACREAGE AT 14.450
MILLION ACRES

AUSTRALIAN COTTON INDUSTRY UNDER ATTACK
FROM LEFT AS DROUGHT’S GRIP EXPANDS

T

he Australian cotton industry is a success story, with
the industry now recognized for producing one of
the top-quality upland cottons in the world, as its lint
enjoys a record premium to that of the US and Brazil.
In 1960/61 the country produced 8,000 bales, and by
1984/85 production broke the million-bale threshold,
with production reaching 1.144 million bales. From
there the industry has grown, but, limited by water
supplies, reached record production of 5.5 million bales
in 2011/12. This marked a major comeback from the
drought-reduced crop of 2007/08 of only 625,000 bales.
While production was expanding, steady advancements
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in seed quality were taking place, and that has created
incredible demand for the Aussie fiber by leading
spinners. It is in demand for high-end products,
because of its extended staple length of up to 1 ¼,
high strength, excellent color grade, and exceptional
spinning features. At the same time, the Industry has
had to battle the toughest water-use rules on earth, and
an environmental lobby that has made the Australian
farming practices the model for lower water and
pesticide use. Yields on irrigated acreage are now the
highest in the world. All of this has been accomplished
with very little government support due to the fact
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that the industry funded the necessary improvements
themselves as it went. However, beyond the control of
the industry has been the development of the country
and its lack of a well-financed water infrastructure plan.
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half of the country. Here, where the population and
immigration has grown the most, the agriculture belt
has come in conflict with the city dwellers’ desire
to use the agriculture region for weekend trips,
envisioning it as it was in the 1700s. The tension
has led to the development of a very strong radical
environmental movement, first in the Labor Party and
now with the Greens A host of small parties are also
part of the coalition. Australia is a very dry continent,
and every major metro area has desalination plants to
supply water when the natural dams run dry, which
they do too often. The desire to keep the land natural
has failed to allow a needed water management system
to be built. Instead, the government has chosen to
attempt to manage the water supplies through dams
and rivers to manage the flows. Australian rivers are
shadow in many cases and run dry naturally and follow
the natural flows.

Despite its water issues, Australia is an agriculture
powerhouse that exports nearly 45 billion ASD (32B
USD) annually, and in most recent years, cotton has
recently contributed more than two billion ASD.
Agriculture accounts for 3% of GDP, with services
dominating the GDP at 61.1%. Mining, however,
accounts for over 60% of exports and 8% of GDP.
Australia is a continent of great weather extremes and
awesome beauty. Everyone who visits falls in love
with the land and the people. Agriculture and mining
have been two of its enduring industries, along with
tourism. The country’s population is concentrated in
Adelaide in south Australia, Melbourne in the extreme
south, Sydney on the central coast of New South Wales,
Brisbane in northern Queensland, and Perth over
on the western coast. As a mater of fact, 60% of the
country’s population is found in these five cities. The
population has been growing since 2011, with growth
of more than 3.5 million people over that period. Much
of the country’s growth is from immigration now led
by China and followed by India, UK, Vietnam and New
Zealand. Approximately 1.2 million people of direct
Chinese descent live in the country today.

The best way to understand this situation might be
to attempt to view the experience of the US western
region. Many of you have visited Los Angeles,
Bakersfield, or Phoenix. These cities would not exist in
their current form if the California State Water Project
and Federal government had not been forward thinking
and constructed a massive network of dams and
canals. The productive San Joaquin Valley agriculture
belt would not exist without the Federal government’s
Central Valley project in the 1930s. Some of the largest
cities in the US would not exist, many large industries
would not exist, and one of the most productive
agricultural regions in the US would never have been

Australia’s mining and agriculture centers are mostly
far from these areas, however, across the eastern
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developed. A quarter of the US would be a parched,
unproductive region. Yes, it might have been like it was
in the 1700s, but the cost would have been enormous.
The eastern half of the Australian continent is caught
in a modified version of this. Heavy rains inundate
Northern Queensland, but the water is not properly
captured and controlled. It is allowed to flow naturally
via rivers. Imagine the benefit to all stakeholders if the
water was managed and distributed through canals and
an infrastructure network. In the other areas, farmers
have been left to develop the most sophisticated
water-capturing methods on earth, capturing flooding
rainwater in those moments when it does rain, and
using the water for years until it rains again. Instead
of drawing praise and support, this very innovative
act of conservation is criticized as the Environmental
movement and the Left want the water to just flow
naturally without any regard for the tremendous
economic waste.

Queensland Cattle Stations under water 2019

Australia has water that, if managed and distributed
for the benefit of agriculture, could make it the
breadbasket of Asia. At the heart of the eastern
Australia agriculture belt is the Murray-Darling River
system that connects the dams and attempts to manage
the water flow south through rivers and streams instead
of canals, pipelines, and proper infrastructure. The
Murray-Darling River basin drains around one seventh
of the Australian land mass. It spans most of the states
of New South Wales, Victoria, the Australian Capital
Territory, and parts of the states of Queensland (lower
third) and South Australia (southeastern corner). The
basin is 3,375 kilometers (2,097 mi) in length, with the
Murray River being 2,508 km (1,558 mi) long. Most of
the 1,061,469 km2 (409,835 sq. mi) basin is flat and
low-lying, far inland, and receives little direct rainfall.
The many rivers it contains tend to be long and slowflowing, and they carry a volume of water that is large
only by Australian standards.

The critical need for a modern water infrastructure
system was illustrated by the excessive rains in parts of
Queensland over the past two weeks. The Townsville
region received 1700 mm of rain, and the Burdekin
Dam in the region is at 200% of capacity and releasing
water at the rate of 1311 Gl a day. What makes this
volume of water very impressive and noteworthy is the
fact it equals nearly three times the volume of water
found in Sydney Harbor. Imagine if this water was
properly managed so that it could be distributed to
the south. Australian agriculture would explode, and
the Murray-Darling water crisis would end. However,
most of this water will never do more than boost
some arid inland areas tht are unproductive. Instead of
being beneficial, the rains have cost the Queensland
agriculture sector more 300 million AD (213 M USD)
due to the the loss of livestock alone, plus enormous
loss to property.

This very inefficient system has been the subject of
great debate for years, and has kept agriculture at the
forefront, as it is always attacked for using water that
could be used to let the rivers flow naturally. In order
to manage it, the most extensive water management
system in the world has been attempted, with farmers
required to have a license and government approval
for all water used, including well or bore water,
rainfall runoff, etc. All of this to meet the Left’s and the
Environmental lobby’s requirements to make sure the
rivers run unimpeded, so the water eventually flows
out to sea. The booming four-city eastern metro area of
Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, and Adelaide offer some
of the highest living standards in the world, with an
abundance of fresh food, and some of the best seafood
and meats in the world. Part of Australia’s water issue is
due to the fact that many of their urban residents know
little about how their food is grown or what occurs in
the rural agriculture regions beyond the urban areas,
except what they’ve seen from highways or during

Townsville, Queensland Feb 2019 Flooding
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vacation trips. The country’s politicians have not had
any real serious discussion regarding the development
of a water management plan for the eastern half of
the country, because of the difficulties it creates,
and because of their unwillingness to take on the
Environmental lobby.
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The politicians do not seem to understand the facts
or make any attempt to understand them. The recent
fish kills and the drying up of the rivers is due to
the lack of rainfall. A great deal of time has been
spent micromanaging the water flows, but zero time
has been spent on dealing with the lack of water
infrastructure. No amount of paper schemes can keep
the rivers healthy without water. The fact that northern
Queensland was hit by record-breaking rains and
floods, with some areas receiving 300-500 mm of rain
last week and without one drop reaching the Murray
Darling Basin, suggests that infrastructure is a major
issue. Thus, if significant rains do not occur before the
end of 2019, New South Wales, Victoria, and South
Australia are headed for a crisis of historical proportion,
as the rivers simply dry up. It will not be a matter of
who gets the water since there will be none.

Thus, amid the lack of real debate, the focus is on
always reducing water use by the agriculture sector and
allowing the increased flow to the rivers to enhance
natural flow. A deeper look reveals a tendency for
many local political officials to be pro-environment,
and attempt to get more water for their environmentsupporting constituents. Just last week it was revealed
that the state of South Australia had withheld 3.2
billion GL in environmental flows to the mouths of the
Coorong and Murray Rivers in order to hold a Yachting
Regatta. Ironically, it is a South Australian group that
last week called for banning water in the Murray
Darling Basin from being used for cotton production.
South Australia grows no cotton, and the group
launching the attack on cotton is a radical, small party
that has many extreme views. The political party is
expected to introduce legislation shortly to implement
the ban over a three-year period. The same group has
called for the banning of live cattle and sheep exports,
and has promoted radical social viewpoints. The entire
move is based on misinformation, ignorance, and a
lack of a real discussion. It appears the Environmental
groups involved do not care about the facts or what is
actually happening on the ground. In their press report
they cited the one area of Queensland that experienced
December downpours, along with its water in storage,
to highlight how cotton had taken the water. They
made no mention of the fact that there is no cotton
grown now in the Meninde Lakes area, which was the
scene of large fish kills. However, it does illustrate the
battle the Australian cotton industry is facing in the
“Water Wars.”

2020 Australian-irrigated cotton could drop to very
nominal levels, while the focus will be on uncertain
dryland acreage. Any available water allocations will be
in extreme demand. In the southern NSW region, huge
investment has been made in almonds and other nuts
that require water, and the orchard owners will pay
much more than a cotton grower for the water. There
is an increased interest by some growers in setting up
operations in the Ord River irrigation scheme in the
West, due to the availability of water. One issue the
area faces is that it lacks a gin. However, there are
increasing discussions of building one. With a gin, this
region could see production surge, with short transport
to ports and prompt shipping to Indonesia and China.
Our experience in Australia and their droughts does
give us some hope that Mother Nature may yet solve
the issue in the short-term. Often, when the drought
becomes the overwhelming focus of attention in the
headlines, it somehow comes to a quick and sudden
end. It seems a Big Wet arrives with record rainfall
just when the politicians are finally doing something
constructive to deal with the problem. One example
is found in Queensland, where a great drought lasting
several years threatened Brisbane’s water supplies, and
the city had reacted to an earlier drought by beginning
to build a desalination plant, which was the right action
to take. Just when the city’s water supplies were down
to only a few days and they were ready to start the
new plant to avoid a major crisis, Brisbane experienced
a 100-year rain event. Within a few days, its reservoirs
went from virtually dry to twice their capacity, which
forced the release of water and caused significant
flooding. Such events have helped to keep Aussie
farmers optimistic, even when it looks extremely bleak.
With this as a background, last week’s arrival of pockets
of heavy rains in Victoria and Lower New South Wales
4
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at the same time a Low Pressure system in Queensland
appeared to be dipping southward, stimulated a few
conservations. In Queensland, some cotton areas may
see rainfall as the system moves through the weekend,
but the extent is yet to be seen. Harvest is underway in
central Queensland, with ginning underway. The region
is expected to produce 170,000 bales. In lower New
South Wales, a few violent storms occurred February
6th–8th, as isolated storms passed through. In central
NSW, 30 mm was reported at one farm, which caused
brief flooding and some water capture. At Condobolin,
up to 28 mm was recorded. Hail was also possible, with
major hail storms reported in northern Victoria. Overall,
the 2019 cotton crop is currently in the 2.0 to 2.4
million-bale range. Dryland is under significant stress
in all locations, and rain over the next 30 days will be
crucial. With water consumption at record levels, the
irrigated crop needs lower temperature. The crop may
not finish at its best without cooler temps and a better
chance to make water supplies work. These isolated
storms can help.
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Merchants have pulled offers of the 2019 crop in many
cases, and this crop is well committed, if not sold
out. No 2020 and beyond crop is being offered from
merchants. The drought means that once the 2019 crop
moves to export, mostly in 2019/20, then Australia
will have little cotton to ship in 2020/21, even if it
rains. If these conditions continue, the US will have a
considerable sales opportunity for its long staple, high
grades, if the weather allows. Chinese mills depend
heavily on Australian high grades, so if the US/China
trade war remains unresolved, the inability of Chinese
mills to import Australian cotton, except in small
volume and a duty on US cotton, would mean great
difficulties for many spinners. This suggests that the
basis for the SJV Acala, top grade 2019 Arizona should
firm and experience strong demand. Merchants and
coops should also begin to differentiate the 2019/20
top-end Memphis Territory and Texas-irrigated crop,
and begin to offer these in separate lots.

CHINESE INFLUENCE IN ZIMBABWE IS EXPANDING
AMID THE CHAOS

T

he price of gasoline in Zimbabwe last week
reached 3.32 USD a liter, over 13.00 USD a
gallon, compared to 3 USD a gallon in the US. Why?
Government involvement, corruption, and lack
of foreign exchange are the primary reasons. The
commercial cotton sector’s revival that we discussed
last week simply cannot occur in such an economic
environment. Our discussion last week drew several
comments, and one feature is the fact the Chinese
government is very involved in Zimbabwe today and
has been for some time. The Mnangagwa government
delegation of 10 cabinet members and 80 others visited
China not long ago seeking additional investment.

China invested three billion USD in the country in 2017.
The Chinese government and company investment in
many cases is being made in companies that have some
ownership by the ruling ZANU-PF Party. We found that,
in addition to the investment, the Chinese influence is
very deep. For example, the Chinese government has
extended the funds, 677 million USD, to build a new
Zimbabwe parliament building, which is underway.
Interesting that this is occurring as people go without
food or medical supplies. A Chinese loan has also
allowed for the upgrade and modernization of the
Harare airport.
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Chinese companies are attempting to become involved
in every aspect of the country amid the chaos and lack
of normal investment interest, even from South African
companies. A Chinese group is attempting to revive the
defunct steel group, Ziscosteel. The Chinese shoemaker,
Huasian, has announced the construction of a two
billion USD shoe manufacturing plant that will be the
second largest in the world, just behind the company’s
Ethiopian plant. The company is seeking to make it
a whole value chain investment, from being involved
in cattle production to the finished leather product. A
Chinese truck manufacturer is negotiating to invest in
local Quest Motors to produce trucks. Another Chinese
group is setting up a furniture plant to manufacturer
furniture from Zimbabwe wood.
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set up operations, along with Sinozim.
Even with all this, the current government is nearly
bankrupt and is seeking a 1.8 billion USD finance line,
with China rumored to be the best prospect. Still today,
after 38 years of destructive, corrupt, Socialism by
Mugabe and his political party, the country has huge
potential. It is sad to see that much of the Chinese
investment is centered on those areas that were
booming in 1980 and have been destroyed by Mugabe.
After destroying all the original business owners
and families, they are now being resurrected by the
Chinese. The country has excellent potential for both
small-holder and commercial cotton production, and
has lots of experienced people. For the potential to be
reached, a new solid political structure needs to evolve.
It does not exist today.

China is also attempting to become involved in the
hospitability industry, with the construction of a new
five-star hotel in Harare. The mining sector is drawing
interest from Russia and China. Both have invested
in two new diamond mines, and Russia is involved
in a platinum project. Chinese investment in lithium
mining is drawing lots of attention, because it is a rare
metal used in electric autos. China has not missed
the infrastructure investment, with a 1.1 billion USD
loan from China Exim bank for the construction of the
Hwange Power Plant, also underway.
In agriculture, new investment in citrus production
has been noted. Just this year, China Tobacco Shaanxi
Industrial Corp announced a major investment in
tobacco to manufacture cigarettes. The cotton sector
has drawn lots of interest. The China-Africa Cotton
Company set up two gins in Zimbabwe. SinoTex also

Chinese influence and control is expanding, with the
current government and the Cottco commercial farming
project appearing to run contrary to the interests of
the Chinese companies now operating there. This
raises questions over its prospects. In addition, the
current small-holder scheme, in which the government
provides all inputs free, is unsustainable, and a future
cotton industry cannot be built on such a program.
The government finances are in dire condition and
will remain dire. It faces major challenges with the
provision of basic services. Just recently, supermarkets
and pharmacies were looted, as people panicked for
basic services. This raises the question of whether, in
the short-term, the input scheme can even be financed
for next season.

Seed Cotton at Chinese Owned Gin Zimbabwe
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CHINESE COMPANIES ARE NOW BEING RESTRAINED BY
CREDIT ISSUES AFTER MASSIVE BUYING SPREE

S

ince 2010, we have posed the question on numerous
occasions – Where are the Chinese companies
finding their almost unlimited amounts of cash for the
global acquisition spree they have been on? We have
seen this in the global buying binge of Shandong Ruyi,
China’s largest textile and apparel and power plant
groups. In 2017, it appears there was no company
off limits to potential purchase. At the peak, it even
announced a several billion USD intention to build
a farm-to-shirt supply chain in the frontier market of
Nigeria. Today, it has delayed the closing of a several
million USD small investment in a European-listed
apparel group. Shandong Ruyi is only one of many
Chinese global groups that were on a massive buying
spree in 2017 and 2018. Those same groups today
have not only abruptly stopped their acquisitions,
they have also started to unwind some deals, write
off transactions, and back out of deals. This has all
happened in the space of less than six months or a
year, and has occurred without fanfare and without any
transparent discussion.

Then, China has a 12 trillion USD bond market, which is
used by corporations to raise cash. This bond market is
closely linked to the Hong Kong Market. Debt issuance
in the HK bond market grew 22.4% in 2016 and 9.3% in
2017. These are linked to international bond markets,
with many companies rushing to issue USD bond debt.
This wild west of a bond market starts in China, with
companies not forced to undergo the same due diligence
as the US, and issued in Hong Kong. Hong Kong
standards have changed as well. Recently, a Hedge Fund
short seller was banned because he touted the negative
aspects of some Chinese corporations. At its height, the
Chinese companies could tap these bond markets for
massive credit with ease, and it was almost as if these
groups had no limit.
China clamped down on these companies getting any
money out of China in late 2018. Then the regulatory
cleanup of the Shadow Banking system in 2018 began
to result in liquidity in these markets drying up. At
the same time, regular bank loans have become very
difficult, as the
attention turned to
the major stateowned firms, and
with Beijing also
attempting to rein
in traditional credit.
The overseas
buying spree began
in 2010-2013 and
in 2018. Now, here
in 2019, the debt
issued is coming
due. Companies
have attempted to
get bank loans for
repayment and the
issuance of new
bonds, but debt is
much harder. The
result is record
bond defaults in
2018, which are
now increasing
in 2019. Once a
default occurs on a
China-issued bond,
it can trigger a
default on a Hong
Kong or overseas
issued bond.

The issue appears
to be focused on
two areas. First,
Beijing has made
it very difficult to
get money out
of the country
regardless of the
reason. Second
is the collapse
of easy credit. In
China, a ten trillion
USD economic
system known as
Shadow Banking
developed, which
allowed banks to
hide loans off the
balance sheet and
for individuals to
receive sizeable
returns. The
regulation of the
segment has been
difficult, with a
major clampdown
in 2018. This system
provided an easy
way for Chinese
groups to get credit.
7
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The situation was highlighted last week, with the
Financial Times citing several instances of a default
on a Chinese bond, caused by the inability to get
a bank loan to repay the debt. This in turn caused
major problems for the overseas-owned company.
The extent of Chinese companies’ buying spree is
only now coming to light, with several global brand
names involved. These conditions suggest the global
growth stimulated by the massive buying spree, which
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is estimated by FT to have exceeded one trillion USD
from 2013 to 2017, is ending. These companies will
likely shrink, as Chinese companies are unable to fund
the non-Chinese company, and its access to easy credit
ends. The global fashion and apparel industry will be
impacted. The first group of companies which appear
on the frontlines of the credit issues are the property
developers. One major developer reported that January
sales fell 52.2% YOY, and another fell 32.9% YOY.

US/CHINA TRADE TALKS ENTER FINAL PHASE

T

he US/China trade talks are set to enter the final
phase, and conditions remain as uncertain as
ever, with one administration reporting progress while
another says the two parties are far apart. The most
important aspect of what we hear is that the effort to
balance the trade deficit is centered on US agriculture
and other products receiving an annual import quota,
which China would be required to purchase. In other
words, a form of assured access for which we have
been advocating. The big unknown is the willingness
of an agreement to be reached on the deficit reduction,
which will then address the structural issues. Many in
the administration appear focused on some progress
on the structural issues. These get extremely hard to
negotiate; one headline stated China was willing to
discuss an agreement on hacking. However, there is
the fact that a 2015 agreement reached by the Obama
administration on hacking was violated as soon as
it was signed. This places very tough enforcement
requirements on the Chinese side, which they have had
trouble accepting.

Trump has left the human rights abuses in Xinjiang and
against Christians off the front-line agenda. However,
bills have been introduced in Congress that will make
these issues front and center if these bills pass and
head to his desk for signature.
New doubts about a trade deal occurred on Thursday
when President Trump said he would not be meeting
with Chinese leader Xi Jinping before the March 1st trade
talk deadline. At the same time, several US officials stated
to the press that the two sides were far apart. As the
next 24 hours progressed, it appeared that larger issues
may be in play. Trump is now expected to announce
an executive order that will ban all Chinese Telecom
equipment from the US wireless network. He is expected
to make the announcement in late February, just before
the Mobile World Congress and the March 1st deadline.
This is being viewed as a clear signal that Trump will not
drop the Chinese tariffs without major concessions. This
may be behind the unwillingness to meet Xi at a summit
before March 1st. Then came the disclosure that several
US Congress members invited the President of Taiwan
to address Congress, which would likely trigger a major
diplomatic issue. The chance of success will remain in
doubt for the rest of the month. US cotton’s access to the
Chinese market duty free will depend on much larger
structural issues.

Both sides have continued to maintain a friendly face,
with President Trump continuing to praise Xi Jinping
personally, while also demanding structural change. Xi
Jinping has in turn kept the talks expanding despite the
Huawei prosecution and other major issues. President

INDIAN PRICES SLOWLY ERODE,
WEAKENING IMPORT INTEREST

I

ndia’s domestic prices continue to slowly erode, as
the crop continues to move in some volume. This
weakness has reduced spinner interest in imports at
the firmer prices. The spot price of a Shankar-6 1 1/8
ex-gin in Gujarat has fallen to 75.50 cents. The recent
decline has not been dramatic, but just a slow erosion.
At this level, the low freight export offers into Pakistan
have become aggressive, reducing import interest
in all but the most discounted US or Brazilian lots.

Despite the weakness in prices, the CAI estimate of the
domestic crop stands at 33 Million 170 kg bales, 25.767
480 lb. bales. Ending stocks are estimated to fall to only
1.4 million 170 kg bales, with imports of 2.7 million
bales. We expect imports to be at least a million bales
higher. The tightness of the CAI ending stocks estimate
illustrates again the overestimation of Indian stocks by
the USDA when adjusted for the time period difference.
CAI has domestic consumption weaker at 31.60 million
8
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170 kg bales vs. 32.40 last year. This has yet to occur.
Indian cotton yarn exports through December have
been brisk, as have apparel exports. Thus, unless
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demand weakness appears in the second half of the
season, domestic demand will exceed the CAI estimate.
Exports appear on track at 5.0 million 170 kg bales.

US EXPORT SALES PACE GOOD THROUGH THE END OF 2018

F

or the holiday week ending December 27, 2018,
US export sales were brisk at 228,200 running bales
of upland and 8,300 of Pima for 2018/19 delivery, and
32,200 for 2019/20. The make up of the sales had a
few highlights. Turkey was the second largest buyer,
taking 49,200 running bales, while India and Pakistan
took volume; Pakistan 52,800 and India 35,500 bales.
It appears the US is getting some processing quota
volume to Chinese mills, with net sales of 28,400
upland and 1,400 of Pima and shipments of 19,600
upland and 5,400 Pima. These mark an improvement

over the net cancellations. Total 2018/19 sales stood
at 11,325,401 480 lb. bales. The concern remains over
shipments. Weekly shipments were light, at 189,800
running bales of upland and 12,800 of Pima. For the
month of November, the US exported 681,328 bales of
cotton, with 107,296 bales going to China. This was a
much better performance than with soybeans, where
the US shipped only 66,000 tons to China in November,
down 99% year on year. However, the shipment
volume in November also illustrated the importance of
keeping access to the Chinese market open for cotton.

BRAZIL’S SECOND CROP IN MATO GROSSO
INCREASED BY OVER 45%

B

razil’s Mato Grosso region only planted 79,656
hectares to first-crop cotton, which is down sharply
from any time in recent history. The reason? The crop
is quickly moving to a second crop, only as yields on
a second crop after soybeans have proved near par
with the full season crop, which has increased the
profitability of the crop. A record 972,830 hectares is
estimated by IMEA to be planned for the second crop,
which is up over 45% from last year. This gives Mato
Grosso a record 1,052,487 hectares of cotton. The
IMEA estimates the seed cotton yield at 277.8 arrobas

a hectare, which is expected to produce 1,791,683
tons of lint, or 8,231,883 bales. New gins are being
constructed, and new pickers are ordered as the state
prepares for this much bigger crop. New growers also
face challenges regarding the management of quality.
Seed quality has improved, which is giving the crop a
boost from the start. Ginners are upgrading gin yards
with paved surfaces, as ginners are forced to improve
practices to maintain quality. The Brazilian harvest
occurs rapidly, as it is followed by soybean planting,
with bales having to be rapidly moved to gin yards.
9
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In many cases they will spend some time in the gin
yard and need proper management when the wet
season returns. The lint is also stored on paved yards
on covered pallets. This will increase their challenges
as the crop increases. The next big growth area will be
in gin and warehouse management, which will require
the industry to address the concerns of the insurance
industry.
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before, has revealed a mixed quality. Thus, discounted
quality offers are now in circulation in export markets.
Brazil exports in January 2019 reached 18.5 billion
USD, which reflected the highest level in 30 years
and was up 9.1% from a year ago. The data revealed
increased sourcing of manufactured goods from Brazil.
Top products were oil platforms, airline equipment,
and planes and agribusiness products. January cotton
exports totaled 108,867 tons, up from year-ago
shipments of 79,127 tons. China was again the top
export market at 35,466 tons, followed by Bangladesh
at 15,349 tons. Brazil export shipments to China in the
last three months have totaled over 1.176 million bales,
which may be a record.

The local index of a 41-4-35 landed Sao Paulo has
weakened slightly during the last week, as the Real/
USD rate has weakened. The index closed February
7th at 79.52 US cents a lb., down from the January 31st
rate of 80.58 cents. The Real/USD rate ended the week
at 3.7176. Late season ginning, as we have discussed

USDA WASDE REVEALS FURTHER COTTON
CONSUMPTION WEAKNESS

T

he USDA delayed WASDE report
confirmed the expectations in lower
World use. The USDA reduced 2018/19
cotton use by 1.986 million bales to 123.64
million bales. While we would argue with
the Indian estimates, the overall USDA
estimate remains above much private
work, which is in the 120-121 million bale
range. The USDA reduced Chinese use by a
million bales to 40.50 million bales, which
could be a million bales or more too high.
The USDA has real trouble with its Indian
estimates, which are like a roller coaster,
adjusted up one month and down the next.
In this WASDE report the USDA reduced
2017/18 use by 550,000 bales and 2018/19
use by 500,000 bales. Global production
was changed across a wide cross section,
but resulted in a net reduction of only
288,000 bales. The net balance change was
a 2.305 million bales increase in ending
stocks to 75.50 MB. However, the USDA
increased world trade by a 594,000 bales
increase to 42.31 MB in imports. The most notable
changes were 500,000 bales increase in Chinese imports
(7.5 MB), and 300,000 increase in Turkish imports, due
to a 600,000 decrease in the domestic crop. Export
growth was led by a 400,000 increase in Brazilian
exports, to a record 6.2 MB.

The USDA average yield was reduced 22 lbs. per acre
to 838 lbs., and total production was reduced 198,000
bales to 18.390 MB, despite an increase in harvested
acreage of 160,000 acres. Exports were maintained at
15.0 MB, as the USDA raised world trade levels. US
domestic use was lowered to only 3.1 MB, despite
the strong domestic market. US ending stocks were
lowered 100,000 bales to 4.3 MB.
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ICE FUTURES REMAIN UNABLE TO MOVE
PAST THE 75 CENTS LEVEL

T

he CFTC data released has so far shown that
Managed Funds have moved to a net short position,
and that, as of January 8th, the Managed Funds net
short stood at 4,480 contracts. The size of that position
is increasing, given the increasing Open Interest. The
continued failure of the March contract to breach the
major downturn is likely linked in part to new selling
from this group. The Trade has been the best buyer,
dramatically reducing their net short position. However,
as prices rallied to near 74-75 in March, new selling
appeared from the US, West African, and other origins.
Spinners also refused to follow the strength with the
business that has continued to be booked during the
price strength occurring at weaker basis levels. As we
discussed in detail last week, China remains a problem
for this market, with the continued uncertainly over
a US/China trade agreement and the weakness in the
Chinese economy and its possible ramifications.

import data is running behind due to the government
shutdown. November data has been released, and
while total textile and apparel import volume was up
3.3%, apparel was very weak, falling by 2.7%. An even
greater concern was a dramatic drop in cotton’s market
share. We need to see more data before calling this is a
trend. The US monthly import data has been distorted
somewhat by the trade dispute and front loading
of imports ahead of a year-end tariff threat that was
eventually postponed. November was clearly a month
in which front loading of imports was active.
The weakness in China and the European Union has
clearly taken the edge off the top-end of the market
and caused spinners to be very focused on margins.
The weakness in the highest priced apparel appears to
have increased demand for Egyptian Giza vs. that of
US Pima due to the discount of Giza. India has been a
very aggressive buyer of Giza. The slowdown in China
makes all the markets nervous, as Chinese exporters
appear keen to move product, which means product
can de dumped at cheap prices in any market. We have
seen Chinese product offered in some of the smaller
markets at aggressive prices.

China trade is a major issue for the cotton market.
First, there’s the general seven million bales or so
it is expected to import in 2018/19. Second, the
approximately 10 million bales of cotton used via
cotton yarn imports. And third, any possible Reserve
purchases. Any disruption to these flows will impact
prices and trade movement. For now, the issue is
more about the impact a threat to this trade is having
on confidence. At the same time, the EU economy
is showing additional signs of weakness, lead by
Germany, and this is affecting orders. The US apparel

The USDA supply and demand estimates included a
host of changes, the most notable being the increase in
world trade to 42.32 MB. That’s the highest trade level
since 2012/13 when trade reached 46.435 MB., and
China accounted for 20.321 MB of all trade. 2018/19
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non-Chinese trade is estimated at 34.84 MB, up sharply
from the 2012/13 level of only 26.1 MB. This very
good news reveals a sharply reduced dependence on
China import demand. The combined import demand
of Bangladesh, Vietnam, Turkey, and Pakistan is now
three times that of China, with the exception of yarn
imports or reserve purchases. The US crop was lowered
by 198,000 bales, and exports were maintained at 15
million bales.
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and willing to add new shorts. This is a rarity. For the
net short to be successful, they will need Trade selling
pressure, and that is not a natural at this time. However,
when the focus switches to new crop, this could change.
For now, the trading range remains valid, and it is
actually assisting in stimulating demand, and assisting
cotton in its battle against man-made apparel. The 75
area in March now has major importance. A breach
of this level could lead to the funds covering shorts.
However, each failure will draw new shorts. For now,
cotton has found a level at which demand is holding.

Overall, the market remains hindered by a China
problem that will be with us for at least for the rest of
this month. In addition, the final resolution of the trade
dispute could also be postponed. A failure for a deal
to be reached will force the US into a series of policy
changes and will also accelerate Chinese economic
weakness. This will impact total global demand, and
likely lead to an impact on cotton yarn imports. Thus,
spinners facing this uncertainly are likely to remain
price-focused and unwilling to expand forward
coverage. The 2019/20 crops will soon become the
focus. If, for example, when the larger Brazilian crop is
combined with a confirmed much larger US crop, will it
add pressure to liquidate old crop stocks? Basis moves
will also come into play as stocks of the higher-grade
upland enter very short supply before the 19/20 US
crop moves.

On February 9th, as we finished work this week, the
US National Cotton Council released its survey of
grower planting intentions in the US. It forecasts a
small 2.9% increase in acreage to 14.450 million acres.
The highlights were that the increase in the Mid-South
acreage would reach only 13.6%, which is lower than
much private work. Southeast acreage would decline
2.6%, while Texas acreage would increase 2.3%.
Overall, this estimate will remain subject to change and
will likely increase. The uncertainly in Soybean prices
and a dry winter in much of West Texas will keep the
final US acreage estimate in flux for several months.
Even this modest increase in acreage, along with a
return to a normal abandonment and very average
yields of 850 lbs., could produce a US crop of over 24
Million bales. Again, this illustrates the importance of
assured access to the Chinese market for US cotton.

Amid these conditions, the market is in quite a difficult
state for the Speculative Funds. They are now net short
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